
Types of Stories
News report 

Article with the key facts of a story, including 
quotes from people involved, written in 
the third person without giving the writer’s 
opinion.

Feature 
A story that is less time-sensitive and may go 
more in-depth to build up a picture or analyse 
a situation and talk about the writer’s opinions 
or experiences. Sometimes these are written 
by experts or feature an interview.

Review 
Story giving a summary and opinions about a 
play, film, concert, TV programme or cultural 
event that has recently opened or occurred.  

Leader 
Main editorial column where the anonymous 
opinion of the newspaper is expressed on 
leading/main news stories. 

Opinion 
The section of the paper or website where 
there are articles expressing opinions, the 
leader column, letters and corrections and 
clarifications.  

Obituary 
Article highlighting the major events in the 
life of a noteworthy person who has recently 
died. 

Print specific
 
Front page lead/splash 

The most important news story of the day. 
It is supported by the main headline and 
sometimes the main photograph.

Hamper 
A story – usually the most important on 
the page – that runs across the whole top 
of a page and leaves space beneath for an 
unrelated main picture.  

Basement  
Story at the bottom of the page, which can 
often be quirky or amusing.

Page lead 
Main story on a newspaper page. Usually the 
longest story on that page with the biggest 
headline.

NIB/modules 
Stands for news in brief. At the Guardian 
these are called modules. These are one or 
two paragraph stories, which only give basic 
facts. Modules are usually 100 words long and 
always 15 lines.  

Web specific
 
Blog/blogpost    

Blogs are web pages where posts are added 
regularly, eg the Guardian Books blog or 
Sportblog. 

Liveblog    
A blog about a news event that is updated as 
the event is taking place.
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Johnson admits Covid regrets but rejects clamour for public inquiry
 Jessica Elgot 
Deputy political editor

 Boris Johnson last night admitted  there  are many things he wishe s he had done diff erently to tackle the Covid-19 pandemic as the  UK marked  a year since the fi rst lockdown and 

remembered  the 126,000 people who  have died so far.
At a Downing Street press confer-ence,  England’s chief medical offi  cer, Prof  Chris Whitty, also conceded the country had endured “a bad out-come”, but the  prime  minister once again refused to commit to a public inquiry to look at the  decisions taken by the government  over the last year.      Rebuffi  ng calls for an inquiry, he said  lessons would be learn ed at the right time.  He did announce  there would be “a fi tting and a permanent memorial to the loved ones we have 

lost and to commemorate this whole period ”.
The prime minister later prompted an outcry from opposition MPs after telling a meeting of his own back-benchers, in remarks he quickly retracted, that the UK’s “vaccine  success” was “because of greed”.During the No 10 briefing both Johnson and  Whitty repeated stark warnings about the risk of a  third wave of infections  in the UK  after steep rises in European countries.

Whitty said there would  “defi nitely be another surge” of Covid cases 

despite the vaccine programme,  saying there would be “bumps and twists on the road” ahead, a hint at the struggles the UK has faced over new variants and the looming threat of  export bans  on vaccine supplies.Johnson said he believed one key error was a failure to appreciate how the disease could spread asympto-matically, while his chief scientifi c advis er, Sir Patrick Vallance, said a lack of testing capacity and data meant the government lost control of tracking the virus’s spread.
Johnson said: “I think in Facebook 

rules allow 
users to call 
for violence

Top Saudi 
‘made death 
threat’ over 
UN inquiryExclusive

 Alex Hern 
Technology editor  

Facebook’s bullying and harassment policy explicitly allows for “public fi gures” to be targeted in ways other-wise banned on the site, including “calls for [their] death”, according to a tranche of internal moderator guide-lines leaked to the Guardian.Public fi gures are defi ned by Face-book to include people whose claim to fame may  be simply a large social media following or infrequent cov-erage in local newspapers. They are considered to be permissible targets for certain types of abuse “because we want to allow discussion, which often includes critical commentary of people who are featured in the news”,  Facebook explains to its moderators.It comes as social networks face renewed criticism over abuse on their platforms, including of the  Duke and Duchess of Sussex  and  professional footballers , in particular black stars such as Marcus Rashford.  Facebook, which also owns Instagram, has changed its policies in 

Exclusive 
 Stephanie KirchgaessnerWashington

 A senior Saudi offi  cial issued what was perceived to be a  death threat  against the independent  UN investigator  Agnè s Callamard ,  after her investi-gation into the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
In an interview with the Guard-ian, the outgoing special rapporteur  on extrajudicial killings said  a UN col-league  alerted her in January 2020  that a senior Saudi offi  cial had twice threat-ened in a meeting with other senior UN offi  cials in Geneva that month to have Callamard “taken care of” if she was not reined in by the UN. 

Asked how the comment was perceived by her Geneva-based col-leagues, Callamard said: “A death threat. That was how it was understood.” 
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One year on, PM accepts errors were made and 
warns of third-wave risk

 Doorstep vigil 
Tributes held 
around UK on 
anniversary of 
fi rst lockdown
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PM hails greed 
Backlash over claim in 
call with backbenchers that success of vaccine rollout is ‘because of 
capitalism, because of 
greed my friends’ 
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